
 Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS)
  -> Raman effect is used to measure temperature because the intensity of           
   anti-Stockes change with the temperature. 

  -> The position of the measure is determined by the time travel of the laser

 -> Continuous measurement possible over 20km 
 -> Spacial resolution of usually 1m but can be reduced with specific configuration

 Fiber Bragg gratings (FBG)
  -> Inside the core, Bragg reflector are placed. 
  -> Spatial resolution and thermal precision usually higher than DTS but more       
 expensive 

  -> Detection of groundwater springs in river
  -> Monitoring of temperature of water at the bottom of a lake 

  -> Passive borehole monitoring
  -> Dam leaking monitoring 
  -> Thermal tracer test with estimation of groundwater velocity
  -> Underground river monitoring 
  -> Active borehole monitoring 
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  -> Possibility to do temporal monitoring
  -> Usuable in spacial monitoring with a high spacial resolution
  -> Thermal precision around 0.2 °C and can be reduced to 0.01 °C
  -> Cheaper than using a probe network
  -> Possibility to use the fiber to measure other parameters : water    
 level, pressure, flow, speed of water or conductivity 
  -> Low operating costs after installation
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Electronics and photonics sensors are commonly used in water sciences. The range of application is broad, from the detection of contaminants 
to the measure of physicochemical proprieties. Since the end of the 20th century, the study of the temperature became more popular and many 
news applications were discovered. However, temperature measurements present different problems. Usually they are measures done at a 
precise time and place resulting in difficulty to make spatial and temporal monitoring. Probes such as CTD-divers can be used to monitor the 
temperature over time but they are expensive and don’t solve the spacial problematic. Fiber-optics cables are able to solve these problematics 
but how does the optical fiber is able to measure temperature and what are the possible applications in water sciences .

         -> Optical fiber is composed of a thin and long fibre made of glass   
    or plastic that allow the passage of light inside. 
  -> The core is surrended by a coating with a low refractive index   
 that allow a total internal reflection in the fibre

Benefits of the optical fiber 

How does optical fiber can measure temperature ? 

What is fiber optic ? Applications in water sciences 


